
MORAL ESSAY QUESTIONS

Looking for argumentative essay topics? Here's 70 of them, separated into five categoriesâ€”legal, moral, social, media,
and familyâ€”to help get.

These rules or laws act as a pathway to help us choose between right and wrong. Focus on discussing moral
issues to succeed. According to Kant, morality is a function of reason, based on our consciousness of
necessary and universal laws One such example is the online predator fear, a constant that is being echoed
through media reports and stories that have resulted in the Internet becoming a place of danger and sexuality,
rather than research and opportunity Moreover, we are living longer, and arguably healthier, lives. In other
countries we may see forced labor or find people put to death for their actions. Often when someone brings up
the subject of pornography they often envision something dark and seedy which in no way could ever be
justified as virtuous. Going under the knife without a good reason and doing it having no other alternatives is
what gives a life to another popular group of essays. What are the benefits of organized law systems instead of
religious rules and requirements in society? Having your father although I never had one relying on you for
terminal decisions about his life says a lot about the closeness father and daughter experienced Often times,
American citizens expresses their right of freedoms to enhance their own sense of ethics or relativity. The
author wants a strong er relationship or connection between moral theology, i. Though scientists contend that
their study holds many promises, institutions like the Catholic Church oppose their study on moral grounds. In
addition everyone has the right to their own moral beliefs and to impose those beliefs on another individual is
wrong. But do we really need all these pills, and are these pills doing us more harm than good? According to
James Rachels, who is a descriptive soft universalist, states that there are at least three universal values Ever
since the Roe vs. In order to understand the ultimate good life one must evaluate different ethical theories to
find one that fits them best. What are the challenges faced by parents and role models when attempting to
teach moral values to their children. Choose your Type of Work Writing. It used 1st person, so it is a reflective
essay. Many countries, especially less developed ones, prioritize males over females because of this reason. It
was not until Benjamin Franklin, who published a guide within of his autobiography, describing thirteen steps
to achieving moral perfection Trying to copy the image and appearance of different role models and
celebrities, teenagers may decide to have plastic surgery without realizing its possible consequences to health.
Is the concept of land ownership unethical as posited by Rousseau? Media distributes the corresponding ads
across the country. In essence, a lender runs the risk that a borrower will engage in activities that are
undesirable from the lender's point of view, making it less likely that the loan will be paid back. Is the
compulsory education system as it appears in many countries a form of immoral mental control over children?
Just as Kohlberg states, adolescents undergo moral growth in stages. Should the right to consume intoxicants
and hallucinogens be enshrined in law? One in particular is Lawrence Kohlberg , his moral development
theory is based on the cognitive development of children and it is thought that moral development proceeds
and changes as cognitive development occurs Arnett,  The essay reflects how this interpretation translates into
the professional growth.


